DAILY AWARENESS THOUGHTS FOR EXCELLENCE
Thousands of intellectuals, yogis, saints, sages, spiritual leaders, religious
leaders, reformers, scientists, politicians were born on the wonderful earth.
They said their sweet and short invaluable thoughts in creamy in condensed
capsule form with their precious life long experience and deep observations,
for the trouble free and ever peaceful lives of humanity. Indeed those precious noble thoughts are
foresighted guidelines for them, who want to lead problem free, peaceful lives.
Srimission is purely an awareness mission which is absolutely dedicated to bring “World Peace
through Awareness”. The subject awareness is infinite. It is in fact deeper than sea and wider than
sky. Srimission is trying to bring all round awareness for the benefit of the common people in their
routine daily lives.
Srimission has different awareness preaching divisions. Srimission’s “Daily Awareness Thought for
Excellence” (DATE) is must for cautioning people every day with a new awareness thought cautioning
on unlimited subjects, such as, daily happenings around, crimes, dupes, thefts, life threats, accidents,
calamities, weather, changing trends, malpractices, hurdles of life, misunderstandings, voluntarily
inviting trouble, awaiting miseries, ignorance of law, escaping from traps, losses, all types of troubles,
repentances, mishaps, litigations, controversies, not one, in fact, the list is infinite. Those thoughts
are closely analyzed and extracted from a number of real stories happened. Even though each
thought looks very simple, easy to understand even to a common man a great safety caution is
concealed in the thought. But, in reality a tremendous benefit is hidden in a nuclear form. The results
will be absolutely clear beyond doubt on practice. Srimission’s Daily awareness “Thought for
Excellence” are exclusively a new exercise, a new direction, a new approach, a new hope, a new
promise with hidden all in one agenda – that is every DATE practitioner will be benefiting with
enhancing self confidence, safety, security, prosperity, peace of mind, free from trouble, conflict and
fear.
Srimission’s “Daily Awareness Thought for Excellence” is a new, noble, novel concept to bring infinite
revolution on all round asset, awareness in the society at absolutely free of cost. In fact, people will
become irrevocable habitual to this “DATE” in no time. Such a social revolutionary concept can be
implemented by anybody, anywhere in a very simple, easy form.
Who all can implement the date? Anybody who is interested in doing social service can implement
date. an individual, an organization, an association, a shop, hotel, high school, college, tutorial,
library, shopping complex, ngo, a theatre, a hospital, an office etc.
How an individual can implement DATE? It is very simple. If your house is situated on the main road,
one can create a black board of size 3’x6’ size on his house’s main road facing compound wall, by
plastering the size and painting with black paint or erect a wooden black board of that size at your
gate. If the house is situated interior, then one can erect a black board at a junction near to the
residence, at a safe location without affecting the traffic. If little shelter is provided to the board, the
writings will not be washed away in rainy season. Daily write “DATE” sentence with chalk piece on
the black board from Srimission’s website, which will be changed every day.
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Who can implement “DATE” most ideally? At high schools, all colleges, all tutorials, government or
private libraries, all associations, all offices, office complexes, banks, shopping complexes, malls,
anywhere daily regularly more number of people move around.
Different modes of “DATE” applications:
• Write daily one “DATE” sentence on black board with chalk piece.
• Insert “DATE” sentence as screen saver in your office main computer monitor.
• Hotels / Shops / electronic display advertisement system can insert “DATE” sentence along with
their other advertisement displays.
• Stationary / moving public address systems can read the “DATE” sentence at intervals.
• TV national or local or Cable TV channels can display “DATE” sentence at intervals at bottom
scrolling displays.
• Radio stations can read out “DATE” sentence at intervals.
• Bookmarks can be printed with “DATE” sentence and can be distributed among all well wishers.
• “DATE” displayed in Srimission’s website can be e-mailed for all well wishers.
How to write “DATE” sentence? Basically Srimission’s “Daily Awareness Thought for Excellence”
sentences will be in English. Where majority of population can’t understand English, “DATE”
organizers in such areas are advised to get translation of “DATE” sentences in their local / foreign
language and write daily that version. Be ensure that the translation should be done by an expert
translation should be done by an expert translator who has command in both the languages. Also
ensure that the translation must be short, sweet, attractive, impressive, easily understandable and
perfect to the meaning of the sentence.
How will be the model of the “DATE” board? For the model “DATE” board you can see the
Srimission’s “DATE” display. Where you can’t paint exactly Srimission’s logo in the board, it is enough
if you print (or write) top and bottom of the board as mentioned below.
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Prospective cautions from real stories.
BE AWARE
BE ALERT

BE AHEAD

The empty space in the middle of the board is for the “DATE” sentence.
See the real DATE model board below.
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